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What is Peer Review?
It is a central activity in increasing quality of manuscripts
submitted to biomedical journals for publication. However, it is
poorly understood process which remains under intense scrutiny
and controversy. Some people feel that it creates un-necessary
hurdles in publication of research and delays the publication
process. However, till such time that we have some alternative
available to judge and evaluate the quality of manuscripts, peer
review will stand and will continuously be used by the Editors of
biomedical journals.
Who is a Peer Reviewer?
Peer Reviewer is a person who assesses the merits of a
manuscript submitted for republican in a journal.
Peer Review plays an important role in improving the
quality, the value and even reputation of science. It is not
essential that only experts, the medical heavyweights, senior
faculty members can alone become Reviewers but it has often
been found that young faculty members, those who have
attended courses in research methodology, epidemiology and
are affiliated with the teaching institutions are best reviewers
and do a much better job as compared to the seniors. One must
remember that experience could be a good teacher but desire
and attitude which are not age dependent can make up for the
experience.1
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The editors prefer those who do timely and helpful review
which helps the authors to improve their manuscripts and
also helps the Editor to make a decision about the manuscript
whether to accept it, reject or send it back to the author for
revision and resubmission. It is essential that when one is invited
to review a manuscript, respond immediately, confirm your
willingness to review or if you are busy and cannot do the job in
the desired time, either ask the editor to give you more time or
request him to send it to some other reviewer. One of the most
common compliant by the authors against editors is that they
do not get any response for months together after submission
of their manuscripts. The peer reviewers are supposed to
provide comments and suggestions but not criticism. A critical
review of the manuscript should enable the reviewer to find
out strength and weakness of the study. It is quite possible that
some manuscripts may require to be reviewed by more than
one or two reviewers who have expertise in different areas.
For example an ophthalmologist might require the help and
assistance of a Retina surgeon in case of a study in diabetic
retinopathy. Similarly in every major specialty, now number of
sub-specialties have emerged i.e. Child Psychiatry, Paediatric
Dermatology, Endocrinology etc. Hence a study on a topic which
falls under the sub-specialty might require review by more than
one or two experts.
One of the reviewers in the manuscript can look at the basic
sciences aspects while the other can review methodology while
services of a statistician may be required to look at the statistics
part of the manuscript, analysis and interpretation of the data.
Whenever you receive a manuscript from a journal, in case you
think it is beyond your area of expertise, do not hesitate to
communicate to the Editor, tell the editor Truth immediately so
that they can send it to some other reviewer. This will also save
some precious time as the authors are always very impatient to
hear about the outcome of review, waiting for the good news of
acceptance of their manuscripts for publication.
Remember the Reviewers are the Advisors and not the
Decision makers. They advice the editors who are the final
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authority to accept or reject the manuscript.2 As such do
not recommend a rejection. The Editors usually send each
manuscript to more than one reviewers and the other reviewer
might find merit in accepting it for publication. Quite a few
manuscripts are accepted for publication after revision when
the authors have incorporated the comments and suggestions
by the Reviewers while submitting the revised manuscript.
Recommendation by the reviewers is just one component which
helps an Editor whether the manuscript is good enough and can
be accepted for publication. During final editing sometimes
the Editor or Copy Editors do find some mistakes in references
which may not tally with the references list at the end of the
manuscript. It has often been observed that those who use
Endnote at times while revising the manuscript do make some
mistakes as regards placement of references, hence it is always
advisable for the authors to re-check the references while the
Reviewers should also at least check the references at random
if they are not checking all the references. Or you can ask the
editor that references needs to be re-checked.
While looking at the revised manuscript, try to find out
whether the authors have utilized this opportunity to improve
the manuscript responding to the reviewer’s comments and
suggestions. Some journal editors besides providing a check
list for Reviewer, also expect the authors to make the desired
changes in the formatted manuscript sent to them, highlight the
changes made besides providing a separate response letter how
they have responded to the various comments and suggestions
point by point. This helps in quick second review which most
often is done by the Editors themselves and if they are satisfied,
the manuscript may be accepted. It is only in a few cases when
the manuscript needs complete extensive revision and rewriting
that the editors will send it back to the reviewers again who had
earlier reviewed this manuscript for their final evaluation.
Reviewing a paper also provides an opportunity to the
reviewer of learning new things, new developments in that
particular area though some seniors feel that they rarely learn
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anything. Being a Reviewer is very helpful. It provides you an
opportunity to remain abreast with the latest developments.
Sometimes the editors send the reviews received from one
reviewer to the other which is yet another good opportunity
to learn. Above all while reviewing the manuscripts, one
also becomes a better writer by looking at write-up by other
authors. How tables are made, how figures are constructed and
how do the authors discuss the strength and limitations of their
studies.1
It will also help you understand how to respond to reviewer’s
comments and suggestions. It is quite likely that sometimes the
authors may not agree with the comments by the reviewer and
may provide references to strengthen their arguments supporting
their view point. This should not be taken as a criticism but
one should try to learn from this. Reviewing a manuscript
also provides you an insight how the authors and the editors
think. The reviewers can make a positive contribution in the
selection, promotion or tenure of an author while evaluating his
research work submitted for publication. Some good reviewers
stand a good chance of being elevated to be the member of the
Editorial Board. We in Pakistan Journal of Medical Sciences have
elevated a number of good reviewers appointing them Members
of the Editorial Board while some were included among the
International Advisors. Despite peer review, it is quite likely that
some flaws and deficiencies remain in the published manuscript
which could have been improved.
While doing the final editing of the manuscripts which are
recommended for publication after peer review, we look at
them critically and sometimes do find out some mistakes which
were not picked up earlier during initial internal review as well
as external review. At times certain things are overlooked by
the Reviewers. A manuscript recommended for publication by
the Reviewers may be rejected and the one Rejected by the
Reviewers may be accepted after revision by the Editor as they
are the final judge and are responsible for the contents of the
journal since safeguarding the integrity and credibility of the
Journal lies with them.
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